Most process plants strive to enhance their productivity and extend their asset life. One of the easiest and most effective ways to achieve such improvements is to address alarm system problems that undermine operator performance. After all, operators typically have more influence on product quality, raw material usage and energy utilization than any other production variable. Even at the most highly automated plants, yield, rate, quality and resource utilization often vary shift to shift because of operator impact.

Unnecessary alarms, such as ones that just provide information or don’t require an action, reduce productivity, add stress, and take time away from managing the process. Transforming the alarm system from a hindrance to a help can significantly enhance operators’ effectiveness. So, here, we’ll describe how to create a program to optimize the alarm system by following the alarm management lifecycle defined in the ISA-18.2 standard “Management of Alarm Systems for the Process Industries” [1].

To determine how bad your alarm system is you need alarm rates and other key alarm system performance indicators to compare to industry benchmarks. Control system vendors and alarm management specialists offer excellent alarm analytic tools. However, you can obtain useful insights just by taking a clipboard into your control room and charting what happens in a typical 20-minute period. If your control room is like that of most plants without a formal alarm system management program, you’ll probably see results similar to those in Table 1.

ISA-18.2 guidelines for incoming alarm rates state that an average of one alarm every 10 minutes is very likely to be acceptable, while the maximum manageable rate is two alarms per 10 minutes [1]. Our 20-minute sample averaged four alarms per 10-minute interval, which is beyond the maximum manageable rate. The operators acted on only two of eight new alarms and ignored 12 standing alarms, which also indicates the alarm system is performing poorly and causing undue operator interruption. Moreover, the operators acknowledged all eight alarms but only acted on two, meaning they appear to be deciding for each alarm whether it represents...
an abnormal condition and warrants an action (likely undocumented).

THE IMPORTANCE OF ALARM MANAGEMENT
Poor alarm system performance has significantly contributed to many well-publicized industrial accidents. The consequences of such incidents coupled with new regulations like the U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration’s 49 CFR 195.446 (Section e focuses specifically on alarm management) and heightened insurance industry scrutiny provide compelling motivation to create a sustainable alarm system performance improvement program. Such a program can do much more than just avoid costly incidents — it also can add dollars to the bottom line. A properly managed alarm system should deliver positive measurable increases in operational performance regardless of shift.

Key elements for achieving operational benefits are:
- *Nuisance alarm elimination*. Ensuring that alarms are meaningful and relevant allows operators to focus on the process with minimum interruptions. The 80/20 rule is definitely true

for most plants with no alarm management improvement program in place — a small number of fleeting, chattering or otherwise faulty alarm sources contribute to a majority of all alarms.
- *Alarm design review*. This can remove artificial barriers to alarm-free operation at higher performance levels. When examined closely during a process called rationalization, many

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTROL ROOM OBSERVATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Times the alarm horn sounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times the operator acknowledged the alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times the operator took action*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of standing alarms**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest priority observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator used documentation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator showed appreciable concern?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not counting silencing the horn, acknowledging the alarm or casually glancing at a control display.
** Acknowledged alarms that were on the list before you came into the room and that still were there when you were leaving.

Table 1. These results typify what happens during 20 minutes in a control room when alarms aren’t properly managed.
alarms are found to be unduly conservative or sensitive, if not altogether unnecessary. Alarms should be implemented based on firm process knowledge such as root cause, process dynamics, operational limits, consequence of inaction, time needed/available to respond and an understanding of the steps the operator must take to respond. This contributes to creating a useful alarm system that earns the operators’ trust and empowers them to safely push past previous operating levels.

• **Operator access to alarm and process knowledge.** Alarm design information, including probable causes, potential consequences, recommended corrective actions and guidance on how to confirm the alarm’s validity, can improve operators’ performance. This knowledge often is locked up in the heads of a few senior operators. In a well-managed alarm system such details are made available to every operator, so each can recognize and correctly respond to process abnormalities faster and more consistently.

### THE ROAD TO RECOVERY

The ISA-18.2 standard provides the blueprint for implementing an effective alarm management program. It outlines an alarm management lifecycle (work process) that can help eliminate or reduce alarm management issues. The insurance industry and regulators such as the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration are expected to accept the standard as good engineering practice. For an overview of the standard and the alarm management lifecycle, see “Avoid the Domino Effect,” www.ChemicalProcessing.com/articles/2010/033.html [2].

You can improve alarm system performance — and, in turn, operator performance — by implementing a program consisting of seven key steps:

1. Create an alarm philosophy document.
2. Measure alarm system performance, compare to key performance indicators (KPIs), and identify problem alarms.
3. Review the existing alarm system design and rationalize the alarms.
4. Document results in an alarm response procedure and train operators on how to respond.
5. Run revisions through the management-of-change process.
6. Implement alarm system changes dictated by rationalization.
7. Repeat periodically, starting at Step 2.

To control engineers, this overall process should look very familiar because it’s very much like a continuous control loop. First you must measure performance, analyze how close you are to target, determine the necessary correction and then apply it to close the gap.

### CREATE AN ALARM PHILOSOPHY DOCUMENT

Such a document is the cornerstone for developing an effective alarm management program. It establishes the guidelines for how to address all aspects of alarm management, including the criteria for determining what should be alarmed, roles and re-

---

**Table 2. Review performance against metrics such as these every month:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Action Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average alarm rate per operator, alarms/day</td>
<td>&lt;300</td>
<td>&gt;600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average alarm rate per operator, alarms/10 minutes</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>&gt;4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time alarm system is in flood, i.e., &gt;10 alarms/10 minutes, %</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours with &gt;30 alarms, %</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of alarms out of service, %</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low priority alarms in total alarms, %</td>
<td>≈80</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium priority alarms in total alarms, %</td>
<td>≈15</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High priority alarms in total alarms, %</td>
<td>≈5</td>
<td>&gt;15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top ten most frequent alarms’ contribution to total alarms, %</td>
<td>&lt;1=5</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stale alarms, i.e., active for &gt;24 hours, on any day</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chattering and fleeting alarms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1. Providing relevant background information spurs correct response.**

---

**Figure 2. A decision tree can guide an operator’s response.**

---

**Figure 3. Table 2 provides a snapshot of performance metrics.**
Best practices spell out the steps in the process: engineers, control engineers and operators. Industry studies, involving at a minimum production/process, a team activity, similar to a hazard and operability philosophy, and to document their design. This is to ensure they meet the criteria established in the system. Systematically review existing or candidate alarms. Most alarm analysis packages provide reports that allow easy comparison of measured performance versus metrics. A “bad actor” alarm report often will show that a few modules or tags cause a disproportionate number of alarms. Use such information as a starting point for improving alarm system performance.

PERFORM RATIONALIZATION

Systematically review existing or candidate alarms to ensure they meet the criteria established in the philosophy and to document their design. This is a team activity, similar to a hazard and operability study, involving at a minimum production/process engineers, control engineers and operators. Industry best practices spell out the steps in the process:

1. **Check alarm validity.** Ensure each alarm:
   - indicates a malfunction, deviation or abnormal condition;
   - requires a timely operator action to avoid defined consequences;
   - is the best indicator of the root cause of the abnormal situation; and
   - is unique, i.e., no other alarms also signal the same condition.

   Any alarm not meeting these criteria can be removed, reducing the number presented to the operator.

2. **Determine consequence of inaction.** Identify the direct and immediate result of failing to manage the alarm. Consider only direct repercussions, not what could happen based upon a series of failures. For example, not dealing with a safety-critical alarm might lead to the trip of a safety instrumented system, not the hazardous event itself.

   Any alarm without significant consequences, e.g., that only generates another alarm, may not be needed.

3. **Document cause, confirmation and corrective actions.** Identify the most likely causes of the alarm and other process measurements the operator can use to confirm the alarm is real. Where an alarm response entails shutting down production, operators may want to verify the action truly is necessary before executing it. Spell out the action the operator should take, such as closing a valve or starting a pump, to correct the abnormal situation (Figure 1); acknowledging the alarm doesn’t count.

   Any alarm not requiring an operator response isn’t valid and can be removed.

   Multiple alarm conditions sharing the same operator action may indicate redundant alarms, in which case one can be eliminated.

4. **Document operator response time.** Estimate the amount of time available between alarm activation and the last moment operator action will prevent the consequence. Compare this to the time needed by the operator to detect the alarm, diagnose the problem and complete all actions comprising the response.

   If time required exceeds time available, replace the alarm with an automated response (interlock).

5. **Assign alarm priority.** Evaluate the impact of the potential consequences in key areas like safety, environmental and financial, along with operator response time. The worse the repercussions and shorter the response time are, the higher the priority should be.

   This results in objective and consistent prioritization of alarms with highest priority assigned only to truly critical alarms.
**Alarm classification.** Record what category is appropriate for the alarm. An alarm classified as “safety critical” likely will have different requirements for training and testing frequency than the average process alarm.

**Determine alarm activation point (limit).** Set limits far enough away from the consequence threshold that the operator has adequate time to respond but not so close to normal operating conditions that regular process variation triggers alarms.

A common mistake in creating alarms is to configure limits based on rules of thumb relative to the engineering range of the process variable — for example, configuring the limits for High-High, High, Low and Low-Low as 90%, 80%, 20% and 10% of range, respectively. This ignores the time the operator has to respond, the process variable’s rate of change, the consequence threshold and process deadtime.

**Verify other alarm-related settings and attributes.** An alarm ideally should go off only once per event. Use deadband and on/off delays to reduce the number of times an alarm triggers for a single abnormal condition.

Proper application of deadband and alarm delays can minimize chattering alarms and also prevent problems during control system installation and commissioning.

**Assess the need for special handling.** Document the states, conditions, phases or products where the alarm limit or priority should differ from “normal” or the alarm should be suppressed (Figure 2). This ensures any alarm presented to the operator always is relevant.

Record results in a master alarm database (MADB), which can range from a user-developed spreadsheet to a commercially available tool designed for the purpose. An effective tool can maximize efficiency by speeding completion of the overall process, saving money and reducing the time commitment of key personnel. It also helps produce consistent results from the first alarm reviewed to the last, even if team members change and the order of alarms reviewed varies.

A well-equipped rationalization team each day can complete 20 to 30 process tags (alarm sources) or more, representing 100 to 200 alarms. So, the choice of rationalization tool/MADB is important. Whether developed in-house or purchased, it should reduce dependence upon team member personality and training with mechanisms to enforce consistent review, apply philosophy criteria (priority setting as an example), facilitate management of change, allow similar alarms to be rationalized in mass and, ideally, enable efficient two-way exchange of alarm configuration data with the process control system.

**MAKE RESULTS AVAILABLE**

Alarms are only effective if operators know how to properly respond to them. So, provide operators with the information documented during rationalization (particularly the cause, consequence, corrective action, confirmation and time to respond). Such “alarm response procedures” can be used for operator training and integrated into the HMI to give operators on-line access, resulting in a quicker and more consistent response.

Ideally, a control system faceplate should offer direct access to appropriate alarm response procedures. Figure 3 shows a setup in which a click on the help icon adjacent to the alarm opened the alarm help window.

**MANAGE CHANGE**

Run any alarm configuration changes captured during the rationalization process through the management-of-change process before approving their implementation. The level of review may differ depending upon the type of change and the alarm’s classification. For example, adjusting the limit of a safety-critical alarm may require a more-thorough review and approval process than altering the dead-
band of a typical process alarm.

Update the MADB to reflect any changes made in the alarm system configuration so they are kept in sync.

IMPLEMENT ALARM SYSTEM CHANGES
Create a strategy to manage moving the new alarm settings established during rationalization to the control system alarm configuration. You don’t have to manually enter the settings — commercially available rationalization tools can transfer all parameters, including alarm limit, priority, deadband and on-delay, and automatically update the control system.

Before bringing the alarm system changes online, ensure that adequate testing and operator training has been carried out. This can include reviewing the online alarm response procedures, which the rationalization tool can create automatically.

REPEAT REGULARLY
Alarm management is a never-ending activity. Plan to spend some time every month reviewing alarm system performance, identifying new bad actors and evaluating how things have changed during the month. Work your way through the entire alarm configuration one subsystem at a time, starting with those most critical.

HELP YOUR OPERATOR AND BOTTOM LINE
When designed and implemented properly, alarms can help operators keep your plant running safely and within normal operating conditions. However, if alarms instead serve as distractions or nuisances, then operator performance will suffer. Taking steps to ensure your alarm system performs well can lead to improved operational excellence and reduced risk that process abnormalities will escalate to major events. The ISA-18.2 alarm management lifecycle provides a framework for addressing common alarm management problems.
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